FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Vocabulary

an apple, a banana, a coconut, grapes,
a kiwi, a lemon, a mango, an orange,
a pear, a pineapple, a strawberry,
a watermelon, beans, a carrot,
a cucumber, an onion, peas, a pepper,
a potato, a tomato

Look at the Picture

Are there any ...? How many are there?
Where are …?
Are there any grapes? No, there aren’t.
Are there any pineapples? Yes, there are.
How many carrots are there? There
are 11 carrots. How many coconuts are
there? There are 8 coconuts. How many
lemons are there? There aren’t any
lemons.
Where are the potatoes? The potatoes
are next to the peppers. Where are the
cucumbers? The cucumbers are between
the pineapples and the coconuts. Where
are the kiwis? The kiwis are below the
peppers. Where are the apples? The
apples are above the carrots. Where are
the pears? The pears are in the first /
second / third row.
How much do they cost?
How much do the oranges cost? How

much are the bananas? The pears
cost £2.30/kg (two pounds thirty per
kilogram). The tomatoes are 37p/kg
(thirty-seven pence per kilogram).
The kiwis cost 30p each (thirty pence /
p each). Each coconut costs 70 pence.

What About You?

How healthy is your diet?
What do you eat?
How often do you eat fruit and
vegetables? What is your favourite
fruit / vegetable? Are there any fruits
or vegetables you don’t like? What do
you normally eat for breakfast / lunch /
dinner? Can you think of any unhealthy
foods? How often do you eat them? Do
you think you eat a healthy diet? Are
there any fruits or vegetables that you
like that are not on this card?
I eat fruit every day / three times
a week / twice a week. I never /
sometimes / often eat vegetables.
Apples are my favourite fruit. My
favourite vegetables are peas. I don’t
like / hate / dislike coconuts. I usually
have a banana for breakfast. I normally
eat sandwiches for lunch. Hamburgers
are unhealthy / not healthy / not good
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for you. I eat quite a healthy diet.
I try to eat healthily. My diet is not
very healthy.

With a Partner

Role Play: At the shop
Student A is the shopkeeper. Student
B is the customer. Student B wants
to buy some fruit and vegetables.
Student A helps them and tells them
how much they cost.
Example:
A: Hello. How can I help you?
B: Hello. I’d like some potatoes.
A: Of course. The potatoes cost one
pound ten per kilogram.
B: OK, I’d like 2 kilograms, please.
A: That’s two pounds twenty.
B: And I need some cucumbers.
A: The cucumbers are 25 pence each.
B: OK, I’ll take two.
A: Here you are. That’s two pounds
seventy all together, please.
A: Thank you.
B: Goodbye.
A: Goodbye.
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